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1. The manufacturer of a certain type of cable claims that the mean breaking
strength is 200kg with a standard deviation of 30kg. Assume that the break-
ing strengths are normally distributed, and that the claimed standard deviation
is correct. Consider testing the following pairs of hypotheses on the basis of the
observed breaking strengths of a random sample of n = 40 lengths of cable.

(i) H0 : µ = 200 vs H1 : µ 6= 200;

(ii) H0 : µ = 200 vs H1 : µ > 200.

In each of the two cases, determine the rejection region for a test at significance
level α = 0.05 and at significance level α = 0.01.

Carry out the tests in (i) and (ii) (using both given values of α) when a sample of
n = 40 data values is obtained with

∑40
i=1 xi = 8328.4. Report your conclusions.

2. Assume that the data x1, . . . , x10 were generated by random sampling from a
normal distribution with variance σ2 = 3 but unknown mean µ. The sample
mean is x̄ = 0.7.

(i) Use these data to test H0 : µ = 0 vs H1 : µ > 0 at the 5% significance level.

(ii) Calculate the probability of a type II error if the true value of µ = 1 and
also if the true value of µ = 1.5. Comment on the results.

(iii) Assuming the sample mean remained the same, how large would the sample
size need to be in order for H0 to be rejected in favour of H1?

3. A manufacturer claims that the light bulbs they produce have a mean life of
1800 hours. A random sample of n = 250 bulbs is tested. The lifetimes are
found to have a sample mean of 1794.6 hours and a sample variance of 2484 h2.
Test H0 : µ = 1800 vs H1 : µ 6= 1800 at the approximate 5% significance level.
Compute the value of your test statistic and report your conclusions.

4. A manufacturer claims that the lifetimes of the batteries it produces are normally
distributed with a mean of at least 250 hours and a standard deviation of 8.7
hours. A random sample of n = 20 batteries are found to have a sample mean
lifetime of 252.96 hours. In order to examine the manufacturer’s claim, we wish
to test H0 : µ = 250 vs H1 : µ > 250.

(i) Use an appropriate test statistic to carry out the test at the 5% significance
level. Report your conclusions.

(ii) Calculate the probability that your test will correctly reject H0 when the
true value of the mean is 255.0 hours and also when the true mean is 257
hours. Comment on the results.
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5. The marks of all the candidates in an English examination may be taken to be
normal with mean 64, but the standard deviation σ is unknown. A random
sample of n = 54 candidates from a particular school obtained a mean mark
of 66.3 with a sample standard deviation of s = 9.2. Does this suggest that
this school differs in English performance from the norm? To assess this, test
H0 : µ = 64 vs H1 : µ 6= 64 using a significance level of 5%. Report your
conclusions.

6. A noted US journalist claims that over half the US population is concerned with
the lack of educational programmes shown on television. To gauge opinion, a
national polling organization collected data for n = 920 randomly chosen indi-
viduals. Of those surveyed, 478 said that they are concerned about the lack of
educational TV programmes.

Let p denote the true, but unknown, proportion of the whole population who are
concerned about this issue.

(i) Propose a suitable test statistic for testing H0 : p = 0.5 vs H1 : p > 0.5.

(ii) Using a normal approximation to the distribution of your test statistic,
state an appropriate critical value for this test that ensures an approximate
significance level of 5%.

(iii) Carry out the test and report your conclusions.

(iv) What is the approximate probability that the test procedure formulated in
parts (i) and (ii) correctly rejects the above H0 when the true value of p is
0.55?

7. We are told that the proportion of left-handed people in the population is 10%.
A random sample of 400 people is obtained, of which 47 are found to be are left-
handed. Let p denote the proportion of left-handed people in the population.

(i) Test H0 : p = 0.1 vs H1 : p 6= 0.1 at the approximate 5% significance level,
Do the results of the test contradict what we have been told?

(ii) Calculate the approximate probability that we correctly reject H0 when the
true value of p is 0.103 and also when p = 0.105.
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